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Foreword
Senator

George J. Mitchell

spent years working for peace in Northern Ireland and in the Middle
East. I also made many visits to the Balkans during the long and violent conflict there.
Each of the three areas is unique; so is each conflict. But there are also
some similarities: in each, there are differences over religion, national
identity, and territory.
Deep religious differences that lead to murderous hostility are common in human history. Competing aspirations involving national identity are more recent occurrences, but often have been just as deadly.
Territorial disputes—two or more people claiming the same land—are
as old as humankind. Almost without exception, such disputes have been
a factor in recent conflicts. It is impossible to calculate the extent to which
the demand for land—as opposed to religion, national identity, or other
factors—figures in the motivation of people caught up in conflict. In my
experience it is a substantial factor that has played a role in each of the
three conflicts mentioned above.
In Northern Ireland and the Middle East, the location of the border
was a major factor in igniting and sustaining the conflict. And it is
memorialized in a dramatic and visible way: through the construction of
large walls whose purpose is to physically separate the two communities.
In Belfast, the capital and largest city in Northern Ireland, the so-called
“Peace Line” cuts through the heart of the city, right across urban streets.
Up to thirty feet high in places, topped with barbed wire in others, it is
an ugly reminder of the duration and intensity of the conflict.
In the Middle East, as I write these words, the government of Israel has
embarked on a huge and controversial effort to construct a security fence
roughly along the line that separates Israel from the West Bank.
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Having served a tour of duty with the U.S. Army in Berlin, which was
once the site of the best known of modern walls, I am skeptical of their
long-term value, although they often serve short-term needs. But it cannot be said that such structures represent a new idea. Ancient China
built the Great Wall to deter nomadic Mongol tribes from attacking its
population.
In much the same way, other early societies established boundaries and
fortified them militarily to achieve the goal of self-protection. Borders
always have separated people. Indeed, that is their purpose.
This series of books examines the important and timely issue of the
significance of arbitrary borders in history. Each volume focuses attention on a territorial division, but the analytical approach is more comprehensive. These studies describe arbitrary borders as places where
people interact differently from the way they would if the boundary did
not exist. This pattern is especially pronounced where there is no geographic reason for the boundary and no history recognizing its legitimacy. Even though many borders have been defined without legal
precision, governments frequently have provided vigorous monitoring
and military defense for them.
This series will show how the migration of people and exchange of
goods almost always work to undermine the separation that borders seek
to maintain. The continuing evolution of a European community provides a contemporary example illustrating this point, most obviously
with the adoption of a single currency. Moreover, even former Soviet bloc
nations have eliminated barriers to economic and political integration.
Globalization has emerged as one of the most powerful forces in international affairs during the twenty-first century. Not only have markets
for the exchange of goods and services become genuinely worldwide, but
instant communication and sharing of information have shattered old
barriers separating people. Some scholars even argue that globalization
has made the entire concept of a territorial nation-state irrelevant.
Although the assertion is certainly premature and probably wrong, it
highlights the importance of recognizing how borders often have
reflected and affirmed the cultural, ethnic, or linguistic perimeters that
define a people or a country.
Since the Cold War ended, competition over resources or a variety of
interests threaten boundaries more than ever, resulting in contentious
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interaction, conflict, adaptation, and intermixture. How people define
their borders is also a factor in determining how events develop in the
surrounding region. This series will provide detailed descriptions of
selected arbitrary borders in history with the objective of providing
insights on how artificial boundaries separating people will influence
international affairs during the next century.

Senator George J. Mitchell
October 2003

Introduction
James I. Matray
California State University, Chico

hroughout history, borders have separated people. Scholars have
devoted considerable attention to assessing the significance and
impact of territorial boundaries on the course of human history, explaining how they often have been sources of controversy and conflict. In the
modern age, the rise of nation-states in Europe created the need for governments to negotiate treaties to confirm boundary lines that periodically changed as a consequence of wars and revolutions. European
expansion in the nineteenth century imposed new borders on Africa and
Asia. Many native peoples viewed these boundaries as arbitrary and, after
independence, continued to contest their legitimacy. At the end of both
world wars in the twentieth century, world leaders drew artificial and
impermanent lines separating assorted people around the globe. Borders
certainly are among the most important factors that have influenced the
development of world affairs.
Chelsea House Publishers decided to publish a collection of books
looking at arbitrary borders in history in response to the revival of the
nuclear crisis in North Korea in October 2002. Recent tensions on the
Korean peninsula are a direct consequence of Korea’s partition at the
38th parallel at the end of World War II. Other nations in human history
have suffered because of similar artificial divisions that have been the
result of either international or domestic factors and often a combination
of both. In the case of Korea, the United States and the Soviet Union
decided in August 1945 to divide the country into two zones of military
occupation ostensibly to facilitate the surrender of Japanese forces.
However, a political contest was then underway inside Korea to determine
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the future of the nation after forty years of Japanese colonial rule. The
Cold War then created two Koreas with sharply contrasting political,
social, and economic systems that symbolized an ideological split among
the Korean people. Borders separate people, but rarely prevent their economic, political, social, and cultural interaction. But in Korea, an artificial border has existed since 1945 as a nearly impenetrable barrier
precluding meaningful contact between two portions of the same population. Ultimately, two authentic Koreas emerged, exposing how an arbitrary boundary can create circumstances resulting even in the permanent
division of a homogeneous people in a historically united land.
Korea’s experience in dealing with artificial division may well be
unique, but it is not without historical parallels. The first set of books in
this series on arbitrary boundaries will provide description and analysis
of the division of the Middle East after World War I, the Iron Curtain in
Central Europe during the Cold War, the United States-Mexico border,
the 17th parallel in Vietnam, and the Mason-Dixon Line. A second set of
books will address the Great Wall in China, the Green Line in Israel, and
the 38th parallel and demilitarized zone in Korea. Finally, there will be
volumes describing how discord over artificial borders in the Louisiana
Territory, Northern Ireland, and Czechoslovakia reflected fundamental
disputes about sovereignty, religion, and ethnicity. Admittedly, there are
many significant differences between these boundaries, but these books
will strive to cover as many common themes as possible. In so doing, each
will help readers conceptualize how complex factors such as colonialism,
culture, and economics determine the nature of contact between people
along these borders. Although globalization has emerged as a powerful
force working against the creation and maintenance of lines separating
people, boundaries likely will endure as factors having a persistent influence on world events. This series of books will provide insights about the
impact of arbitrary borders on human history and how such borders
continue to shape the modern world.
James I. Matray
Chico, California
April 2004
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homas Jefferson knew that the common folk wrote to him
because they believed their president was a man of the people. Although his schedule as the young nation’s chief executive
contained little spare time, Jefferson always found a free
moment to read the letters written by average Americans and
sent to the capital postage paid. He read each and every letter.
The contents of individual letters ranged from fairly sophisticated commentaries on public policy to mundane requests from
writers who imagined the chief executive had a sympathetic ear.
No matter what the subject, Jefferson’s correspondents had a lot
to say.
On this particular morning in 1805, the president’s stack of
incoming mail included a letter from a middling planter struggling to get by in Bourbon County, Kentucky. Alexander Ogle
had chosen his words carefully as he put pen to paper. He wrote
deferentially to Jefferson that even though he was “a Stranger,” he
had the “highest Respect” for his country’s leader. The
Kentuckian went on to apologize for troubling such an important man “with this Scrawl,” but he had an urgent request and
hoped that Jefferson would “have it in his Power and be Pleased”
to grant it.1 Ogle recounted for the president how three years
earlier he had “adventured to send three Boatloads of Flour to
New Orleans.” Due to the cargo being “a little damaged ... the
Glut of the Market then and the Caprice of the Spaniards who
were then in possession of that place,” this initial venture turned
out to be less than profitable. Here Ogle got straight to the
point—he had decided to “seek my Fortune in the Louisiana
Country.”2 Material success was assumed to be within the reach
of every American, something of a birthright in fact. Dreams
came true for the honest, industrious man; Ogle just needed a
bit of assistance in realizing his dream. A letter of introduction
from Jefferson, Ogle concluded, to “some of your Friends there”
would make purchasing good farmland all the easier for the
strapped but optimistic Kentucky planter.3 The Louisiana
Territory offered hope and abundant land to a farmer whose fortunes had stalled through no fault of his own.
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A portrait of President Thomas Jefferson, by Rembrandt Peale, 1800. Jefferson
believed that America had a God-given mission to spread republican government and democracy to all parts of North America, and the Louisiana Purchase
fit into his grand plan of expansion and development for the country.

History does not record how Jefferson responded to Ogle’s
petition nor does it say how the president dealt with a slightly
different request from one James Law of Somerset County, New
Jersey. Law also had his eye on a future in Louisiana but with
aims that were quite different from Ogle’s. Twenty-six years old,
Law suffered through a tedious existence as a mere country
schoolteacher when, in reality, he longed, like every good
America, “to attain to something greater.”4 Jefferson, Law confidently felt, could help him in this ambition. Using the creative
spelling common in the days before compulsory public education, Law pled his case: “By the Late traty with France I suppose
there will be a Number of young men who may get into imploy
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in the Louisiana Country ... Perhaps Sir I might be capable of
acting in some of them places to the advantage of [the]
Country.”5 Law, to put it bluntly, wanted a job, a secure job with
the government, working for the progress of the newly acquired
Louisiana Territory. Louisiana held out the promise of a career
to a young man suffocating in the close confines of a musty
schoolhouse.
Ogle, Law, and Jefferson looked at the same place and saw
very different things. Ogle envisaged land—open, empty land—
ready to be settled, tamed, and put under the plow. Law perceived a place desperately in need of organization and
administration at the hands of a new breed of forward-looking
Americans. The president, for his part, surveyed in his imagination a vast natural expanse that had to be explored, mapped, and
absorbed into an American nation that he conceived of as an
“empire of liberty.”6 Jefferson believed deeply in the notion that
America had a God-given mission to spread republican government and democracy to all parts of North America, beginning
with the wild open spaces of the West.
The three Americans looked at the Louisiana Territory, and
each saw exactly what he wanted, needed, and hoped to see. Still,
in a strange sense, these men together viewed Louisiana as only
Americans could. One envisaged a wholesome, honest relationship with the land; his opposite number had an understanding
of the territory as a young place suited to the energy and initiative of young men. The president thought in terms of a national
project to expand the boundaries of liberty and freedom. Within
a historical context, however, people had been inventing and
reinventing the Louisiana Territory as they saw fit for millennia
before the trio above had even thought about it.
The region’s broad rivers, grassy plains, and towering mountains, of course, had no part in such exercises of the imagination;
they stood mute from the Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian border, much as they always had done. Nature had no purpose other
than being. The landscape retained its ancient contours, oblivious to the fanciful flights of the human mind. Artificial lines
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appeared nowhere on the ground. The only “borders” the uninhabited Louisiana Territory had were those put there by time
itself—borders of water, rock, and soil. Human minds, however,
from those of the earliest Native Americans to those of settlers
trying to scratch a living from the tough sod of the plains, made
a habit of overlaying, and thus altering, the land with their perceptions, ideas, dreams, hopes, and fears. People looking at
Louisiana changed it with their very gaze, making it a place at
once real and imagined.
Successive groups of people, beginning with the Native
Americans, saw in the mute landscape resources to be used, then
political creations to be controlled, and finally ideas to be fought
over. At each stage of development, the “Louisiana” that people
imagined drew farther away from the real place, increasingly
becoming a mental fixture. Transforming the land from something real into an abstraction was no easy task; it was hard to
turn raw nature into a concept. The process began with the differing agendas of those observing it, but its successful completion hinged on coming up with ever-more abstract imagery
through which the land could be given meaning. At first, this
meant associating it with distinct lifeways and cultural patterns;
later, Louisiana became a political entity. Finally, the territory
was incorporated into a national ideology that raised it to the
highest level of abstraction. Culture and politics continued to
play their parts at this stage, but Louisiana blurred into an idea.
In each instance, the borders that people drew changed not on
the ground itself, where nature’s boundary lines were indelibly
etched, but in the human minds and on the maps that changed
objective physical forms into subjective features.
All borders are human fabrications, utterly arbitrary, and
always shifting with this or that social, cultural, or political wind.
They are indispensable, because they plainly mark out the geographical object being viewed by a particular set of human subjects while establishing the terms in which it will be viewed.
Borders tell the observer, in other words, what she or he is looking at and how it might be imagined. The only real distinction is
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in the extent to which a border marks out a relationship to the
natural world. Some boundary lines identify more concrete connections to the real world than others. Thus the relative level of
abstraction is paramount when discussing how people choose to
partition the land.
So it was with the Louisiana Territory. Like so many other
places around the world, the Louisiana Country, as it was called
in Jefferson’s day, did not exist outside of the minds of those
looking at it, and each successive group took an interest in what
they thought they saw there. Native Americans viewed the land
as one massive support system that sustained them and animated their way of life. Their borders, as a result, reflected local
survival strategies. Lacking political states and national ideologies, Native Americans imagined fluid lines between language
and cultural groups, each with a mode of existence within and
dependent upon the natural world, which moved as the people
did. Their borders served as an extension of a specific set of lifeways and interpretive systems that together constituted a culture. The boundaries of the Louisiana Territory, for Native
Americans, took form as cultural constructs predicated upon
tangible bonds with nature.
European empire builders, whether French, Spanish, or
English, on the contrary, saw the Louisiana Territory as a fixed
buffer zone that functioned as a political necessity. European
politics, consequently, created the borders that defined it. The
place was, in effect, a transitional space whose borders established where the influence of one empire ended and where that
of its neighbor began. Louisiana’s political boundaries became
ramparts, sometimes ridiculously porous, but ramparts
nonetheless.
Europeans looked at Louisiana and thought that they saw
bold imperial map lines that they could use to keep the competitive “other” at arm’s length. Participants in the European struggle to build and maintain extensions of their respective empires
in North America glared at each other across a swath of land that
none might have particularly wanted but none were willing to
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The American original of the Louisiana Purchase, signed on April 30, 1803, which
ceded France’s Louisiana Territory to the United States for $15 million. With the
signing of this document, the United States nearly doubled in size, and President
Thomas Jefferson obtained much more land than he had originally estimated.

surrender without a good deal of the intrigue for which the
courts of Europe were famous. Except in the sense of the natural resources that might be extracted, the European border
imagery differed substantially from the Native American
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